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Transport & Operation
The unique remote control allows easy loading
into standard passenger cars and BRO can be
customized to the user's individual needs with
various add-on products.

Economic benefit
BRO allows for fewer adaptations to be required
at home, at work, or at the place of education. It
also reduces the financial burden of relying on a
caregiver.

Stair climbing
Thanks to intelligent stair climbing technology
with tracking assistance, various obstacles
can be overcome independently and building
modifications are not necessary.

Height adjustment mode
The ability to hold a conversation at eye level
and the expanded scope of action provided by
the seat lift ensure social inclusion thanks to
equal participation in everyday life.

Scewo BRO is a complete power wheelchair, which with intelligent technologies allows an
independent and safe everyday life, both at work and at home. This unique combination
of technologies and intelligence unites several aids in one product.

Everything important at a glance.
Power wheelchair Scewo BRO.

Power Wheelchair Stair lift Intelligence Scewo BRO
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Scewo BRO App
Intuitive operation

Remote control mode
Over-the-air updates
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control on
downhill slopes

Overcoming curbs with
BRO without any problems

Curbs

With the big wheels
over hill and dale with

less vibration

Joystick adapter
for various joystick

attachments

The belt system
enables safe driving

and braking

Seat lift for action height
and transfer option

Accessories
Headrest

Thigh support
Swivel control console

Car ramp

Automatic seat-
levelling functionMechanical adjustments

Seat depth
Armrest height & width

Footrest length
Footplate angle

Joystick for length adjustment

Electronic
adjustment of the
backrest and
footrests

Adjustable
headrest

Stand-up aid &
buttocks relief

Replaceable seat
and back cushions

Rearview camera for
safer navigation

Sensors scan the environment
and detect stairs

Remote
maintenance
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